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Source: analysis of think-tank Glopolis (www.glopolis.org), October 2015
INTEGRATED APPROACH

**Institutional setting**: Government Council for Sustainable Development under Prime Minister’s Office

- Integrated approach demands strong **coordination capacity** (Centre of Government) and leadership + involvement of all Ministries (difficult)

- Integrates the implementation of the Agenda 2030, supports commitments of Paris Agreement, Sendai framework and other international agreements.

- "**Umbrella**“ framework for sectoral, regional and local strategies

- Identifies six key areas for the development of the Czech Republic and sets strategic and specific goals – **cluster approach / identification of strategic and specific goals + concrete implementation measures**

- Global megatrends as context for development
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COMPATIBILITY WITH SDGS AND TARGETS

- Leading role of the Government Office to ensure alignment of the SDGs and targets with the 6 key areas

  - People and society
  - Economic model
  - Resilient ecosystems
  - Municipalities
  - Global development
  - Good governance
Water – OVERALL VERY GOOD STATUS; main problem: homeless people = focus in terms of marginalized ppl / main problem: nitrate and phosphorus from diffuse sources / quantity: a problem due to CC

Energy – OVERALL GOOD STATUS; price = target to keep under 10 % of domestic expenditures / main focus on sustainability – from coal to RE + nuclear / energy intensity decreased by 30 % (2000-14)

Terrestrial ecosystems – ENDANGERED by CC / Decrease in agri land + water and wind erosion = BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY 2016-25 to tackle all this / challenge: landscape protection (integrated approach – eg Sites of Community Importance = stagnation or deterioration)
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